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Thank you very much for the kind invitation to address this round table discussion. Your 

subject – the future of European humanitarian assistance – is topical since humanitarian 

aid is in ever greater demand. I wish to address it by sharing with you some 

observations from my everyday job as EU Commissioner for humanitarian aid and civil 

protection. And by looking at how some of the things I see in my job relate to broader 

trends – in particular, the trend towards a more fragile world. And let me on that basis 

also say a few words about how this might relate to broader debates on the EU's 

external relations, including the "Comprehensive Approach". 

Let me start by looking at four examples of how we as EU engage with this phenomenon 

of a more fragile world, from the perspective of humanitarian aid. 

1. A more fragile world: four cases of EU engagement  

Syria  

 

Let me start with Syria. This is the big crisis that gives me sleepless nights. Syria is a 

crisis like no other. In its scale: there are now 2.2 m refugees, including 1 m children 

(an entire 'lost generation'). Let me recall how the basic figures in the Syria crisis have 

gone up just since February of this year: 

 From 70,000 people killed in the conflict, the total now stands at 115,000. 

 From 4 million people in need of humanitarian aid, the total now stands at 8 million. 

 From 2 million IDPs, we have now reached almost  
5 million.  

 From 815,000 Refugees, we now stand at 2.2 million refugees - and this massive 

leap tells you how bad the situation has become. And we will need to be prepared 

for a lot more Syrian refugees to come to Europe. It will happen, even if we do not 
know exactly how many more Syrian refugees will come. 

 

Beyond the statistics, Syria is also like no other crisis in its ferocity. In its sheer 

savagery. This is perhaps the most terrible aspect of the crisis: the erosion in respect for 

international humanitarian law. The failure to act – until very recently – of the Security 

Council (and I will come back to this). 

As EU, we are of course providing humanitarian aid. Massively. To a point where we as 

EU, and other donors too, are hitting the outermost limits of our budgetary capability. 

With our Member States, the EU is the largest donor in the region: nearly € 2 billion in 

total support since the end of 2011 and in direct response to the crisis. And we are 

providing our assistance more or less in the proportion of 40-40-20: 40% inside Syria; 

40% for refugees; and 20% for host communities in neighbouring countries. 

Let me express my warmest thanks to the MEPs in the audience for the very strong 

support from the Parliament that has made this possible. Without you, we would be 

nowhere. 

And we are getting assistance to all parts of Syria. Having kept humanitarian aid neutral 

and impartial in this crisis has been essential in enabling us to work on all sides – though 

in very, very difficult circumstances. 

It is now crucial to act on the terrible IHL violations we are seeing (notably the targeting 

of civilians; and the shooting at aid workers - that is, the very people who are trying to 

save the lives of others). It is crucial to try to use recent diplomatic breakthroughs in the 

UN Security Council (on chemical weapons) to move forward on this.  
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And there is some movement. In the margins of the UN General Assembly, we hosted a 

meeting as EU (together with Foreign Minister Nasser Judeh of Jordan) on 25 

September. That meeting showed a strong consensus on the need to act on 

humanitarian access; and it gave support to the idea of establishing a group of core 

stakeholders to work with the UN (notably Emergency Relief Coordinator Valerie Amos) 

on concrete measures to improve humanitarian access.  

Above all, we now have a UNSC Presidential Statement on humanitarian access in the 

Syria crisis. This is a significant step forward in our efforts to ensure full enforcement of 

IHL. I sincerely hope that this will in time turn into a UNSC Resolution. In the meantime, 

we need to implement the Presidential Statement on the ground. This is not yet the 

case: 33 humanitarian staff have been killed so far. And last weekend 7 Red Cross staff 

(ICRC and SARC) were kidnapped.  

The issue here is not just about Syria. It is also about creating space for 'humanity' in 

other crises. If we allow the massive IHL violations we are seeing in Syria (and not just 

with chemical weapons) to go unhindered, we are creating a terrible precedent for 

conflicts everywhere. 

CAR and its region 

 

Let me turn now to another kind of fragility, and a very different kind of crisis. I have 

just returned from the Central African Republic, which I visited with French Foreign 

Minister Laurent Fabius this past Sunday. The contrast with Syria in some ways could 

not be bigger. Syria is everywhere in the headlines. CAR, until very recently, was so 

forgotten that most people could not pick it out on the map (and that is probably still the 

case). 

This was the second time I visited CAR this year  

(I previously went in July, with Valerie Amos of the UN). Things have got even worse in 

CAR since then. To sum up:  

 Since March, we have seen a 'tsunami of looting'. 

 There have been human rights violations on a massive scale: arbitrary killings; rape; 

kidnapping; torture.  

 CAR is a country where basic services have all but disappeared. Healthcare is the 

most dramatic example: following the March events, all healthcare outside Bangui 

is provided by NGOs (notably MSF) and the International Committee of the Red 
Cross.  

 In CAR, you have a population on its knees. There is huge displacement because of 

the attacks on the population – almost 400,000 IDPs, and 63,000 refugees. For a 
country of only 4.6 m, that is huge.  

 The latest developments, in the North-West, around Bossangoa, are very worrying. 

For the first time, you have very explicitly religious overtones to the violence. This 

is new – religious affiliation has never before been a factor in conflicts in CAR. In 

Bangui, we met with the main religious leaders – Catholic, Protestant and Muslim. 

They are doing what they can to calm things down – but they are very worried 
about how the situation is developing. 

 

What are we as EU doing in terms of humanitarian response? Well, as EU we are leading 

the response on the donor side. We were in CAR well before the latest events (and this 

underlines our commitment to forgotten crises); we are the biggest donor; we have 

stepped up our funding this year (from € 8 m to € 20 m) and increased the size of our 
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EU humanitarian team on the ground; and we have mobilized other donors. We now 

stand at € 42 m in humanitarian funding from the EU (€ 20 m from the Commission; the 

rest from Member States); and US$ 38 m from other donors. That is a big leap from 

where we stood in July. And it shows how the EU can use its leverage and leadership to 

mobilize the rest of the world. 

Let me stress one important point about CAR from the humanitarian perspective: what I 

saw in CAR, in the interior of the country, is humanitarian organizations – notably the 

ICRC and some NGOs – staying on throughout this year. Doing their work in very 

difficult circumstances; but able to do their work precisely because they stuck to the 

humanitarian principles – neutrality, impartiality, independence.  

Humanitarian aid is essential; but it cannot address the root causes of the humanitarian 

crisis. We need to sustain and increase our humanitarian response. But as Minister 

Fabius stressed in Bangui, we also need to act on security; and on the political 

transition. 

As regards security, the regional MICOPAX force (which will be transformed into the AU-

led MISCA) is definitely having a positive impact where it is present – but it simply 

remains too small for now to really have a broad impact across the country. What we 

need now is a robust force with a robust mandate for the protection of civilians. No 

more, no less. It is needed now. Not in six months time; not in three months time. The 

UNSC Resolution on CAR adopted last week gives real hope that we are turning the tide. 

Bravo to France for that. I hope the EU will also be helpful on this front (supporting 

MISCA, the African-led force). And I know the EEAS is doing a great job in helping take 

these discussions (and the political transition) forward.  

Finally: bear in mind the regional dimension of the conflict in CAR. Chad is very worried. 

The North of CAR could easily be used as a safe haven for all kinds of armed groups. And 

it could re-kindle other conflicts in the region. 

Mali 

 

Let me briefly take a third example of how we as EU have been engaging with fragility 

on the humanitarian side. The situation in Mali. I was there last December, just before 

the French intervention; and again in January, just after the French intervention started. 

What we have seen in Mali is a crisis in a crisis in a crisis. An underlying, chronic food 

and nutrition crisis. On top of that, a political crisis that came to a head early in 2012. 

And on top of that, a conflict, with the take-over of the North by Islamist groups last 

year. I am pleased to see that since then, there has been a lot of progress. I was at the 

inauguration ceremony for the new President IBK last month in Bamako. Of course there 

are still a lot of issues. But it is good to see how determined engagement by the 

international community has borne fruit.  

Let me make one specific point in this context on humanitarian aid in the Mali crisis: we 

were able to maintain humanitarian assistance in the North, again, because the 

organizations working in the North stuck to the humanitarian principles – neutrality, 

impartiality and independence. 

Japan 

 

Let me turn to my fourth and last example of how we engage with growing fragility. 

Japan – and the events in and around Fukushima of March 2011. This was the first time 

we as EU provided humanitarian assistance to a developed country. What does this tell 
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us? The events in Fukushima demonstrated that even industrialized countries are 

affected by fragility. That even the most developed country can be hit so badly by a 

disaster that it needs external assistance. And at a time where the frequency and 

severity of disasters is going up, with the combined effect of climate change and 

population growth, we need to accept that we, too, in Europe, could one day find 

ourselves in a position of needing humanitarian assistance. This is another facet of 

fragility that we need to come to terms with.  

 

2. What do these examples tell us about the future of EU 
humanitarian aid – and how we engage in fragile contexts? 

 

The three examples of EU engagement in conflict settings that I have mentioned – CAR, 

Syria and Mali – show how humanitarian aid can be effective – in saving lives, in 

alleviating the consequences of conflict. And how important it is to keep humanitarian 

aid neutral, impartial and independent. Because that formula works. In terms of access 

for humanitarians, even if it is not a watertight guarantee, it is still be best approach 

around.  

I have yet to see a single convincing argument that would lead me to think that we 

should change our approach as EU, and politicize our humanitarian aid. Politicize 

humanitarian aid, and you actually defeat your purpose – you won't be able to cover the 

humanitarian side, and you will in many contexts lose the only facet of EU external 

action that is able to be present on the ground. 

But Syria, CAR and Mali also show that humanitarian aid cannot compensate for the 

failure of politics. And it cannot be a substitute for political action. What we saw in all 

three cases was an inability of the international community to anticipate crisis. And in 

the case of Syria, for far too long, a failure of diplomacy.  

On CAR, fortunately, France is very much on the ball, and helping turn the situation 

around. And as EU we are also fully engaged. But the general point remains: we need to 

get better at anticipating and preventing conflict. And at addressing fragility before the 

tipping-point is reached (which is what happened in CAR). That requires action on the 

political front, and on the development front. 

What does that mean for the EU? This takes me to my last point – the Comprehensive 

Approach. I understand you already hosted an expert meeting on the subject earlier 

today. And as you may know, the EU (the High Representative and the Commission) are 

now working on an EU concept for the Comprehensive Approach. This is not yet final, so 

I will not go into the details – but let me stress a few points: 

 The place of humanitarian aid in the Comprehensive Approach is now clear: "In – but 

Out". In, because we are at the table to assess the situation. To ring the alarm 

bells when things go wrong (as we did in CAR). To help formulate key messages on 

issues like respect for IHL (as we are doing in Syria). To help mobilize our political 

and development colleagues when action is needed on the foreign policy front or by 

the development community.  

 But we are also out, because humanitarian aid cannot be put under an overall 

political objective. Because it needs its neutrality and independence to be able to 

act in conflict situations; and indeed because it is often the only tangible symbol of 

EU solidarity in some of the most intractable conflict situations. And we all now 

recognize that for that reason, keeping the humanitarian service of the EU – ECHO 
– outside the EEAS was the right thing to do. 
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 I believe this much is now agreed and accepted by all. And I want to stress that our 

cooperation with the EEAS on crises like CAR or Syria or Mali is excellent. 

Respecting each other's mandates (which are complementary, but distinct) is key 
to this. 

 

Where I am really hoping the Comprehensive Approach will make a big qualitative 

difference is precisely on the issue of conflict prevention, and dealing with fragility. By 

allowing for a better exchange of information and expertise. By allowing us to focus 

collectively on the really critical situations that need our attention not only on the 

humanitarian front, but also on the political, security and development side (again – CAR 

is a good example). In that sense, I would say we are actually the strongest advocates 

of a Comprehensive Approach that works. 

Conclusion 

Let me conclude on this. The world is getting more fragile and more unpredictable (with 

climate change, population growth, and conflicts over resources). Humanitarian aid will 

be more in demand than ever. And I think we have a tool that is fit for purpose. But we 

also need to act on the other dimensions of fragility. To anticipate conflicts, and prevent 

them where possible. 

Thank you very much.  

 


